Class imbalance aware drift identification model for detecting diverse attack in streaming environment
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ABSTRACT
Detecting fraudulent transactions in a streaming environment presents several challenges including the large volume of data, the need for real-time detection, and the potential for data drift. To address these challenges a robust model is needed that utilizes machine learning techniques to classify transactions in real-time. Hence, this paper proposes a model for detecting fraudulent transactions in a streaming environment using xtreme gradient boost (XGBoost), cross-validation and class imbalance aware drift identification (CIADI) model. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using datasets named credit card and Network Security Laboratory (NSL-KDD) dataset. The results demonstrate that the model can effectively detect fraudulent transactions with high accuracy, recall, and F-measure. The results show that the proposed CIADI model attained 95.63% for the credit card dataset which is higher accuracy in comparison to the generative-adversarial networks (GAN), network-anomaly-detection scheme-based on feature-representation and data-augmentation (NADS-RA) and feature-aware XGBoost (FA-XGB). Further the proposed CIADI model attained 98.5% for the NSL-KDD dataset which is higher accuracy in comparison to the NADS-RA, stacked-nonsymmetric deep-autoencoder (sNDAE) and convolutional neural-network (CNN). This study suggests that the proposed method can be an effective model for detecting fraudulent transactions in streaming environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing use of digital transactions, the risk of fraudulent activities has also grown significantly. Fraudulent transactions not only cause financial loss but also damage the reputation and trust of businesses and financial institutions [1]. To address this issue, there is a need for effective and efficient fraud detection systems that can quickly identify and prevent fraudulent activities. Traditional approaches to fraud detection often involve analyzing historical data in batch mode, which can be time-consuming and may not be able to detect new types of fraud in real-time [2]. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in detecting fraudulent transactions in real-time through the use of streaming data analytics [3]. A streaming environment allows for continuous processing of data as it is generated, which enables quick detection and response to fraudulent activities. However, detecting fraud in a streaming environment poses unique challenges, such as dealing with high data volume and velocity, identifying changing patterns of fraud over time, and handling concept drift [4]–[6].
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A fraudulent transaction typically involves a sequence of events, which can vary depending on the specific type of fraud being perpetrated [7]. However, there are some common patterns that can be observed in many fraudulent transactions. The first step in a fraudulent transaction is often the identification of a potential victim, such as a business or an individual with valuable assets or information. The fraudster may gather information about the victim through various means, such as social engineering [8] or hacking [9]. Once a victim has been identified, the fraudster typically initiates a contact with them through a variety of means, such as email [10], phone [11], or social media [12]. The next step involves the fraudster tricking the victim into providing sensitive information or performing an action that benefits the fraudster, such as transferring funds or installing malicious content [13]. This can be done through various means, such as phishing emails [14] or fake websites [15]. After the fraudulent transaction is initiated, the fraudster often attempts to cover their tracks and avoid detection. Hence, detecting and preventing fraudulent transactions often requires a combination of technical measures, such as fraud detection systems and security protocols, as well as awareness and education of individuals and organizations about the risks and warning signs of fraud [16]. An example has been given in Figure 1. The Figure 1 illustrates a common sequence of events in a fraudulent transaction, highlighting the various techniques and tactics used by cybercriminals to infiltrate and deceive users. Hence, in this work, to address these challenges, a robust approach is needed that utilizes machine learning techniques, to classify transactions in real-time. Hence, in this paper, we propose a method for detecting fraudulent transactions in a streaming environment using extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), cross-validation and class imbalance aware drift identification (CIADI) model.

Figure 1. Common sequence of events in a fraudulent transaction

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Zhou et al. [17], explain that datasets with high dimensions make intrusion detection system (IDS) classification difficult because of the existence of a great deal of unrelated information. They have also pointed towards the fact that several assaults are capable of being recognized with just one classification algorithm, as well as that most current algorithms were developed using out-of-date information, limiting their adaptability to evolving threats. Correlation feature selection bat algorithm (CFS-BA) is a technique for IDS that makes use of feature-selection (FS) and ensemble approaches as a solution to the issues mentioned above. The given technique selects the optimal subset by considering the relationship between the characteristics introduced in the first phase of the reduction of dimensionality. Following this, they introduced an ensemble approach that takes into account the strengths of the random forest (RF), the C4.5, as well as the forest by penalizing-attributes (F-PA). Finally, this technique uses a voting method for integrating the fundamental learner’s distribution of probabilities for attack identification. Yotsawat et al. [18] explained, almost all earlier efforts on scoring credit employed the concept of an ensemble classification to deal with data imbalances. In this approach, resampling methods were utilized to generate a large number of training subgroups from which several base classifiers could be constructed. Nevertheless, this approach has several drawbacks that diminish its categorization effectiveness. These include model-overfitting, loss of data, and high computational costs. In order to develop a cost-sensitive-neural network-based scoring credit approach, they present a new ensemble technique called cost-sensitive-neural-network-ensemble (CS-NNE).
The proposed approach allows multi-base-neural-networks to accommodate imbalanced classes by making adjustments regarding the weighting of various classes based on the initial training information. This technique allows for the problem-free generation of a large number of distinct baseline classifiers. For the evaluation of this method, they have used credit card dataset. The results show that the proposed method addresses the class imbalance and drift issues efficiently. Fiore et al. [19], proposed a generative adversarial network (GAN) for detecting fraud in the credit cards. They have used the GAN as these networks provide flexibility, learnability and this network is a powerful deep-learning method. The GAN model addresses the class imbalance problem. The results show that the proposed model has attained higher accuracy in comparison to the existing models for the credit card dataset.

Liu et al. [20], they have proposed network anomaly detection scheme representation and augmentation (NADS-RA) model for detecting network anomalies by utilizing the feature representing method and data augmentation method in the dataset. In this model, they have presented a Re-circulation pixel-permutation technique for attaining all the features. Further, the have presented an image-based augmentation technique which will generate the data augmentation of the input. They have addressed the class imbalance issue in this work. The have used credit card and Network Security Laboratory (NSL-KDD) dataset for evaluating their model and comparing it with other methods. The results show that the proposed NADS-RA model has attained the highest performance when compared with the existing models.

Shahapurkar and Rodd [21], proposed model called feature aware-XGBoost (FA-XGB) which detects the fraudulent transaction. In this work they have proposed a machine learning model, XGBoost, which addresses the class imbalance issues. In this work they have used the cross-validation technique for constructing their predictive model. In this work, they have used the Twitter spam dataset for evaluating their model and comparing it with the existing models. The results show that by addressing the class imbalance issue in the dataset, the performance of the model can be increased. Ni et al. [22], proposed a spiral-oversampling-balancing technique (SOBT) for the detection of the fraud in the credit cards. They have used a feature boosting method in this work. Further, in this work they have also modelled a multi-factor synchronous-embedding technique (MSET) which enhances the selection of the features as well as for the improvement of the decision-making capability. The results show that the proposed model has attained better performance in comparison to the existing methods.

3. PROPOSED MODEL

3.1. Architecture

The proposed CIADI methodology’s architecture is described in this section. The suggested architecture is depicted in Figure 2. There are five steps to the proposed CIADI procedure. First input is taken into account, then data is preprocessed and cleaned. After this initial step the data is split in half for technique learning and the other half for validation. Learned classes can be either binary or multi-class based on the input data. Binary and multi-class classifications are used iteratively to build the CIADI method to attack detection. The second step involves optimizing the test set. Once optimization is complete, the procedure moves on to the next step. The third step is to evaluate the CIADI classifier's accuracy using the modified cross-validation model given below in light of the generated classifiers and the testing sets. Adjustments to the CIADI models parameters can be made using the suggested optimization framework if performance drops below expectations. To succeed it must realize its full potential. In the final step, we evaluate the CIADI classifier's accuracy with respect to the threshold (drift indicator) and determine the optimal value for the classifier's hyperparameter. If the CIADI classifier's accuracy is below the set threshold the algorithm will iterate back to step two and update the classifier. If a classifier has greater accuracy its effectiveness can be evaluated by how well it works.

3.2. XGBoost

The XGBoost algorithm has been introduced in this section. The XGBoost model is a means of improving upon a decision-tree (DT) model by combining boosting with a gradient-descent method [23]. When training a new data set the XGBoost model is periodically refreshed with the results of previous DT iterations. The XGBoost model's minimum objective function value can be calculated using (1).

\[
\text{Obj} = - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{e_t^2}{\bar{H}_t + \lambda} + y_t
\]  

(1)

Where, G and H represent the total cost function of the first and second-order gradients. t represents the leaves present in the DT. \(\lambda\) and \(y\) are used for denoting the penalty coefficients. Since the XGBoost model is built from the DT iteration results accumulating all of the DT is necessary for precision.
3.3. Cross validation

In this section, the cross-validation (CV) model has been presented. To optimize the feature-imbalance in the dataset, the CV is utilized. The CV model is constructed by utilizing the different groups of K-folds. For the evaluation of an individual K-fold which has CV, the (2) is utilized.

\[
CV(\sigma) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j \in G_k} P \left( b_j \sigma^{-k(j)}(y_j, \sigma) \right)
\] (2)

By evaluating of an individual K-fold which has CV, the model fails to attain higher accuracy as the dataset may have imbalanced values. To decrease the error during the CV [21], has presented a CV which has two layers. These two layers consist of important features attained from the dataset as well as the important features which have been chosen by utilizing the previous layer. Both the layers are utilized for the construction of the predictive model. The two-layer CV is done using (3).

\[
CV(\sigma) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j \in G_k} P \left( b_j \sigma^{-k(j)}(y_j, \sigma) \right)
\] (3)

Using the (3), to optimize the parameters of the CV and to select the best value for the parameters of CV, the (4) is used.

\[
\hat{\sigma} = \arg \min_{\sigma \in [\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_l]} CV_s(\sigma)
\] (4)

In (3), the parameter for the gradient loss is represented using \(P(\cdot)\). The size of training is represented using \(M\). \(\sigma^{-k(j)}(\cdot)\) is utilized for the evaluation of the coefficients. By utilizing the standard XGBoost model and CV model, one can attain better results, but the drift issues won’t be addressed. Hence in this work we address the drift issues by proposing the CIADI model. The CIADI model has been presented in the next section.

3.4. CIADI model

An online model or algorithm designed to handle concept drift must be able to quickly adjust to any novel concept whenever changes are introduced into the data stream while maintaining stability under constant conditions. Consider a situation where a given classifier in the given ensemble model fails to correctly classify the sample from the incoming streaming data, then its weight is reduced using the variable \(\beta\) for all the p timestamps. Hence, to address the issue of concept drift in the streamed data, the CIADI model
generates and removes the classifier periodically. In a scenario where the value (weight) of the classifier is below a certain level, then the CIADI model removes the classifier. Moreover, the proposed CIADI model generates a classifier whenever the ensemble classifier fails to classify the sample from the incoming streaming data. Hence, the successful performance of CIADI as an ensemble technique can be attributed towards the dynamic modulation for assigning the classifier values (weights). The strategy for adjusting the values (weights) takes into account two factors in particular. The first factor is the time factor. Whenever a classifier which is very far from the given timestamp, that classifier is assigned less value (weight). The second factor is the concept-drift factor. The classifier which is constructed by using the outdated concept (old classifiers) will be given less value (weight) whenever the concept-drift occurs, with the rate of value (weight) loss increasing over time. An identical concept is built within the L.fun method [24], wherein the time-factor is combined alongside the error to determine the importance for every classifier. In Algorithm 1, the pseudocode for the CIADI model has been given. The proposed algorithm addresses the drift issue in the dataset. The proposed algorithm has attained better performance which has been discussed in the next section.

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for the CIADI model

```
Input Data stream t:D = \{x_i, y_i | t_i\} = 1, ..., N, number of classes c, the threshold for deleting individual classifiers θ, factor for decreasing weights β, period between classifier removal, creation, and weight update p

1: m \leftarrow 1;
2: w_m \leftarrow 1;
3: H_m \leftarrow CreateClassifier;
4: \mathcal{H} \leftarrow \{H_m\}
5: for i \in 1 to N do
6: for j \in 1 to m do
7: if H_j (x_i) ≠ y_i and i mod p = 0 then
8: \text{w}_j \leftarrow β \text{w}_j;
9: end if
10: end for
11: Predict x_i by the ensemble classifier:
12: \hat{y}_i \leftarrow \text{sign} (\sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{w}_j H_j (x_i));
13: if i mod p = 0 then
14: Normalize classifier weight:
15: \text{w} \leftarrow \text{w}/\sum \text{w}_j;
16: Remove classifiers with a weight less than θ:
17: \mathcal{H} \leftarrow \mathcal{H} \setminus \{H_j | \text{w}_j < θ\};
18: if \hat{y}_i ≠ y_i then
19: m \leftarrow m + 1;
20: H_m \leftarrow CreateClassifier;
21: \mathcal{H} \leftarrow \mathcal{H} \cup H_m;
22: \text{w}_m \leftarrow 1;
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for

Output Ensemble Classifier set \mathcal{H}, the weight of individual classifiers w.
```

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the results for the proposed CIADI model have been evaluated by evaluating it with the benchmarked credit card dataset and NSL-KDD dataset. Further, the proposed CIADI model has been compared with the existing works. The configuration used for the experimentation is as follows: Windows 10, 16GB RAM, 250 GB ROM, Intel i7 processor. For the coding, Python has been used and the Anaconda 3 has been used for running the code. For evaluating the proposed model and comparing it with the existing models, the performance evaluation metrics has been given in the next section. The evaluation has been done using credit card dataset [25] and NSL-KDD dataset [26].

4.1. Performance evaluation metrics

In this section, the focus is on presenting the performance metrics employed for assessing the CIADI model, alongside comparisons with other existing models. The evaluation criteria encompass metrics such as accuracy, recall, and F-measure, which are quantified through the utilization of (5) to (7)
respectively. These metrics serve as essential benchmarks for gauging the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed CIADI model in relation to its counterparts in the study.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{6}
\]

\[
F - \text{measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{7}
\]

4.2. Credit card dataset

The proposed CIADI model is contrasted with GAN [19], NADS-RA [20] and FA-XGB [21]. The results for accuracy, recall and F-measure have been given in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The proposed CIADI model performs better than GAN, NADS-RA, and FA-XGB by a margin of 6.317%, 16.2558%, and 0.86764%, respectively for accuracy performance. To improve accuracy the suggested CIADI model acknowledges the dataset’s class imbalance. Also, the results demonstrate that the GAN approach has achieved a relatively low level of recall when contrasted with the remaining models. The NADS-RA performs better in comparison to the GAN model but does not attain the best recall in comparison to the FA-XGB and CIADI. The FA-XGB attains better recall in comparison to the GAN and NADS-RA model. The CIADI model and FA-XGB have attained similar recall. The proposed CIADI method is contrasted with GAN [19], NADS-RA [20] and FA-XGB [21]. Furthermore, according to the findings the F-measure achieved by the GAN approach is the lowest of all the models tested. The NADS-RA performs better in comparison to the GAN model but does not attain the best F-measure in comparison to the FA-XGB and CIADI. The FA-XGB attains better recall in comparison to the GAN and NADS-RA model. When compared to other methods the suggested CIADI method achieves an improved F-measure.

![Figure 3. Accuracy for credit card dataset](image)

![Figure 4. Recall and F-measure for credit card dataset](image)
4.3. NSL-KDD dataset

NADS-RA [20], sNDAE [20], and CNN [20] have all been evaluated to the suggested CIADI model. The results for accuracy, recall and F-measure have been given in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The outcomes demonstrate that the suggested CIADI model performed better than NADS-RA, sNDAE, and CNN by 2.3908%, 15.3396%, and 8.1229%, for accuracy performance respectively. The proposed CIADI model is contrasted with NADS-RA [20], sNDAE [20] and CNN [20]. From findings, it appears to indicate that NADS-RA has higher recall than the sNDAE as well as the CNN model, but lower recall than the suggested CIADI model. While the sNDAE outperforms the CNN in the recall, it lags below the NADS-RA as well as the CIADI model in these respects. The CNN fails to attain better recall in comparison to all the existing models and proposed model. The proposed CIADI model performs better than NADS-RA, sNDAE, and CNN by 2.3908%, 15.3396%, and 8.1229%, respectively. The proposed CIADI model attains the highest recall in comparison to all the existing models. Furthermore, the NADS-RA offers a greater F-measure than the CNN model but a lower F-measure than the sNDAE and CIADI model. The sNDAE model shows better F-measure in comparison to the NADS-RA and CNN model but fails to attain higher F-measure in comparison to the proposed CIADI model. The CNN model attains the least F-measure when compared with NADS-RA, sNDAE, and proposed CIADI. The proposed CIADI model has attained the highest F-measure.

Figure 5. Accuracy for NSL-KDD dataset

Figure 6. Recall and F-measure for NSL-KDD dataset

4.4. Discussion

Here we discuss the degree of accuracy achieved using the credit card dataset as well as the NSL-KDD dataset. Table 1 displays the results of the comparison analysis. Given the outcomes we can deduce that just NADS-RA has employed both datasets in the assessment of their approach. The majority of existing models either use the NSL-KDD dataset or the credit card dataset. The suggested method has been tested as well as the results compared against the NSL-KDD as well as credit card datasets. As can be seen from the findings the suggested CIADI method performs better than all other methods on the two datasets.
5. CONCLUSION

 Detecting fraudulent transactions in a streaming environment presents several challenges, including the large volume of data, the need for real-time detection, and the potential for data drift. To address these challenges a robust approach is needed that utilizes machine learning techniques to classify transactions in real-time. Hence in this work a model has been presented to address these challenges. In this work first the XGBoost model has been presented which further utilizes the cross-validation model to attain higher accuracy. Further for addressing the drift in the given sample an algorithm called CIADI has been presented. For evaluating the proposed CIADI model two standard datasets credit card and NSL-KDD dataset have been used. The performance metrics accuracy, recall and f-measure have been used for the evaluation. The results show that the proposed CIADI model attained 95.63% for the credit card dataset which is higher accuracy in comparison to the existing models. Further the proposed CIADI model attained 98.5% for the NSL-KDD dataset which is higher accuracy in comparison to the existing models. This work suggests that the proposed model can be an effective for detecting fraudulent transactions in streaming environments. For the future work the proposed CIADI model can be used to evaluate other datasets such as KDD99, DARPA1998, and UNSW-NB15.
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